Modulation of tumor cell susceptibility to cytokine-induced cell death by hormones, growth factors, and cell density.
The mechanisms controlling "spontaneous" cellular death rates in normal and tumorigenic tissues are largely unknown. An important parameter in this respect is the susceptibility of the target cell to induction of the lytic pathway by appropriate signals. In the present article it is demonstrated in a serum-free in vitro system that the susceptibility of human tumor cells (TC) to induction of lysis by cytokine signals generated during interaction of TC with elutriated human monocytes (MO) is a highly dynamic parameter subject to modulation by hormones, growth factors, and tumor cell density. It was found that growth stimulatory signals such as insulin, and especially epidermal growth factor (EGF), increase lytic susceptibility, whereas hydrocortisone, which does not exert significant growth modulatory effects in these examples, protects TC against the induction of lysis. Increasing TC density above confluence dramatically enhances lytic susceptibility, suggesting interactions between TC to be involved in the induction of their death. In conjunction with previous data demonstrating the insusceptibility of TC, which are forced out of the cell cycle into the quiescent state (G0), the hypothesis is put forward that growth stimulatory factors increase a TC's lytic susceptibility by preventing its transit from G1 to G0 in response to growth inhibitory signals generated during MO/TC interaction. The data support the concept that TC susceptibility to the induction of cell death is a consequence of simultaneously activated growth stimulatory and growth inhibitory signalling pathways.